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WORKING TOGETHER
TOWARDS ECOLOGICAL
RECOVERY

Fram an ecological point of
view, the Scheldt estuary is a
uniQue transition zone between
rivet and sea.

The Scheldt is one of the most intensely
used river systems in the world. But the
economie prosperity which came to the
basin in the sixties and seventies has taken
its toll. The Scheldt's ecosystem is now so
badly damaged that the costs of dredging
and cleaning up the pollution threaten the
very basis of economie development in the
basin.

The key to the ecological recovery of the
Scheldt has to be the sustainable use of
resources throughout the drainage basin.
The Dutch and Belgian govemments have
now taken the first formal steps in this
direction. On 12 September 1992. the
Minister of Environment for Randers
launched an ecological recovery campaign
on the Sea Scheldt -the freshwater tidal
reach of the river - and one month later, on
22 October, the two countries signed a
management agreement for the Western
Scheldt Plan.
At the technical level, Dutch and Belgian
research institutes are increasingly working
together to design remedial programmes.
Such collaboration, combined with a multidisciplinary approach. should result in a
Scheldt recovery plan being produced in the
next few years. Already, this approach is
proving its worth in remedial measures now
being proposed for the Western Scheldt.
Studies going back ten years have shown,
for example, that the physical
characteristics of the estuary are at least
as important for ecological recovery as the
chemical quality of the water.
This booklet summarises the results of the
most significant research in recent years. It
also outlines the prospects for the future of
the Scheldt basin, and provides guidelines
for Dutch and Belgian policy towards the
river basin.

A prospect for the future of the
Scheldt estuary.
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Only one salt marsh of any
significance remains.

The Duime at lielroüe.

The Scheldt basin.
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The Scheldt nses at Saint-Quentin in France
and flows into the North Sea 350 km
downstream at Vlissingen. lts catchment
covers some 21,000 knr' • 1.000 knr in the
Netherlands, 13,000 knr in Belgium and
7,000 knr in France. The Rhine. by
comparison, drains 185,000 knr. The
average discharge in the Scheldt is
100 irr'/s. or about 3,000 million cubic
metres a year. This makes the Scheidt a
tiddler set alongside some of the great
rivers of the world, like the Rhine (2.200
rrf/s) or the Amazon (100.000 rrf/s).
Seawater flows into the Scheldt estuary are
much larger. however, with more than 1.000
million cubic metres entering and leaving the
Scheidt estuary twice a dsy with eveiy tide.
The tidal effect on river stage is apparent
right up to Ghent. where there is a 2 m
difference between high and low water mark.
However, this is only the "back-up" effect of
the tide - the river is actually fresh all the
way down to Antwerp, the upstream limit of
seawater penetration. Below Hansweert, the
estuary is comptetely saline, and between
Antwerp and Hansweeit the water is
brackish - a mixture of fresh and saline. The
Dutch-Belgian border, which straddles the
estuary in the middle of the brackish reach.
also marks a change of name. From Ghent
to the border, the river is known as the Sea
Scheldt; from the border to its mouth at
Vlissingen, it is the Western Scheldt.
The river bank and estuary shore is comple
tely man-made. Over the centuries. the river
has been embanked to prevent flooding and

land has been reclaimed tor agriculture,
industry and recreation. Between its embankments. the river meanders in a deep main
channet. with tributaiy gullies feeding into it
from the shallows on the insides of the
meander bends. Only one salt marsh of any
significance remains in the estuary - the area
known as the Verdronken Land van Saeftin
ge, literally the drowned land of Saeftinge.
Both the sea and the river carry large quantities of sediment in suspension, and this
tends to be transported landwards and
deposited on high points on the river bed.
The great variety of bottom sites, combined
with a whole range of salinities, produces a
rich array of different habitats for flora and
fauna. Few European river systems can
boast the textbook gradiënt in salinity from
freshwater through brackish to salt sea
which exists in the Scheldt. The estuary has
some very valuable ecological sites as a resuit. The list includes inter-tidal freshwater
mudflats above Antwerp. the largest brackish
marsh in Europe (the Verdronken Land van
Saeftinge). and the Hooge Platen sandbanks
in the western part of the estuary.
Human activity in the estuary is concentrated around the ports and industrial
centres - Vlissingen, Terneuzen. Antwerp and
Ghent. Traditionally, the estuary has had two
main economie functions, as a navigable
waterway and a watercourse into which
wastewaters can be discharged. Intensive
dredging at the river mouth and in the upper
reaches of the Western Scheldt is needed to
keep the shipping lanes open to Antwerp.

The river stilt has shoals and shallows

Income from industry, tourism. livestock rearing and
arable farming in the Scheldt basin is on a par with
much larger river basins like the Yangtse, the
Amazon and the Nile.

ECOLOGY

AND ECOiMOMY

The Scheldt is unusual among European
tidal rivers in having a well-defined system
of freshwater, brackish and saltwater
reaehes. The river still has every possible
permutation of inter-tidal mudflats, shoals
and shallows, saltings and marsh, and flow
channels. The effect of the tide, which is
such a marked feature of the river between
its mouth at Vlissingen and the limit of
saltwater penetration at Antwerp, is feit as
far inland as Ghent. It is this tidal reach of
the river - the Scheldt estuary - which is the
main subject of this booklet.
Ecologically speaking, the estuary is a
unique transition zone between the river
and the sea. Because it is so biologically
productive, the estuary is also vitally
important to the ecology of the North Sea.
The Scheldt basin is actualiy composed of
the catchments of numerous small streams
feeding into larger rivers and then major
tributaries like the Leie, the Dender and the
Ruppel, all of which eventually discharge
into the estuary.
Some ten million people - French, Belgian
and Dutch - live and work in the basin,
enjoying a very high Standard of living. In
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economie terms, the Scheldt ranks amongst
the world's ten richest river basins. Income
from industry: tourism, livestock rearing and
arable farrnïng in the Scheldt basin is on a
par with much larger river basins like the
Yangtse, the Amazon and the Nile.

U SE A N P M I S U S E

For centuriés. channeis have
been dredged, watercourses
straightened and canals dug to
improve navigation. Ttïis has
had a major impact on the
morphology and hydrography of
the estuary.

Erosion along the Dumne.
Years o! discharging industrial
effluents and untreated sewage
have left river water and bottom
muds in a very poor state.
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The intensive use of the basin over the last
two centuriés has left its mark. The morphology of the river is now completely artificial;
the quality of water and sediment in the
estuary has been seriously affected. Many
of the changes have been necessary:
centuriés of dredging channeis. straightening watercourses and digging canals have
significantly improved navigation. Dykes
have reduced the risk of flooding. Land
outside the main flood defence embankments has been poldered and drained for
farmland or industry. Weirs and locks were
built to regulate river discharges, sometimes with effects on water levels throughout the region. (It was not always recognised that river engineering schemes
designed to deal with a localisedi problem
can have far-reaching effects, often
requiring remedial measures to be taken
elsewhere.)
But if man changed the geography and
hydrography of the Scheldt, he also altered
its chemistry. Years of discharging industrial
effluents and untreated sewage into
watercourses have left the quality of the

water and the bottom sediments in a very
poor state. Levels of pollution now pose a
threat to the economie prosperity of the
area. Dredging operations are already
causing problems, and the costs of cleaning
up the estuary bed are likely to escalate.

RESTORATION OF
THE SCHELDT
In the mid-eighties, planners made a start
on an integrated management plan for the
Western Scheldt. Similar plans were being
drawn up for all the major Dutch rivers.
Although the Western Scheldt plan only
covers that part of the river under Netherlands jurisdiction, Belgian colleagues took
part, initïaliy as observers, in the planning
process. Over the next few years. Belgian
research institutes gradually became more
and more involved as well.
The Western Scheldt Plan has three main
objectives: to restore the estuary's capacity
for self-purification, to reduce discharges of
harmful toxic substances. and to minimise
the impact of dredging and dumping
operations. The measures proposed would
improve not only the biochemical quality of
estuary water, but also reduce its turbidity.
The estuary would be safeguarded from any
Policy in the Netherlands and Belgium is to preserve
and even restore certain wildlife habitats.

to halt and reverse the degradation ofwildlife
and landscape resources.

radical new alterations in its physical
structure. Existing wildlife habitats would be
protected. and new habitats created.
But the process of ecotogical recovery
cannot be limited justto the Western
Scheldt. Unless the upstream Scheldt is
also managed better, the Western Scheldt
Plan is doomed to failure. Sustainable
ecologica] recovery is only possible if the
remedy is applied throughout the river
basin.
There is now cause for new optimism.
Where once the emphasis was on the
economie potential and safety of the river
basin. the Flemish authorïties now
recognise the ecological value of the
Scheldt. Flanders, for instance, has an
environmental policy plan which includes
schemes designed to improve surface water
quality in the short term. A draft plan also
exists dealing with the disposal of
dredgings from the lower Sea Scheldt. In
addition, the 1990-1995 Flanders nature
conservation plan aims to halt - and
ultimately reverse - the degradation of
wildlife and landscape resources. But
probably the best example of Flemish
commitment to the ecology of the Scheldt is
the recent designation of large parts of the
Sea Scheldt as a protected area under the
EEC Directive on the conservation of wild
birds.
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The Verdronken Land van
Saeftinge.
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MODELLING THE
WESTERN SCHELDT
Planning the restoration of an area as
complex as the Western Scheldt can only
be done using an integrated approach which
embraees the geography and socio-political
setting as well as the technïcal aspects. A
good understanding of the Chemical,
biological and physical processes is just as
important, therefore. as an appreciation of
the economics and politics of the basin.
For this reasort, the Tidal Waters Divïsion of
the Rijkswaterstaat has built a computer
model of the estuary using the results of
much of the recent Dutch and Belgian
research. Given the composition of
industrial effluents, for example. the modet
can predict the probable uptake of toxic
substances by various organisms. It is a
simple matter then to calculate by how
much effluent discharges must be reduced
to restore an area to ecological health. In
ways like this. the model can help planners
to strike the right balance between
economie and ecological interests.
Research shows that two principal factors
affect the ecology of the Scheldt: the
cftstribution and nature of pollutants, and
changes in the physical structure brought
about by dredging operations and bank
protection works. The next sections
describe some of these research results in
more detail.

Both river and sea contribute to
the sediment load which is
deposited in the estuary. Much
of the sediment settles out in
the Verdronken Land van
Saeftmge. and near the DutchBelgian border.

SEDIMENT

AND

POLLUTION

The effects of pollution in the Scheldt are
as much to do with the flow dynamics of the
estuary - which determine how pollutants
are dispersed - as with the quantities and
kinds of contaminant entering the system.
Many pollutants adhere to silt particles, and

the right balance between economie and
ecological interests.

so sedimentation processes are also
important. The constant shifting of deposits
on the estuary floor. whether by natural
agencies like undertow currents or by
dredging, helps determine the distribution
of pollutants.
Both contaminated river mud and clean sea
mud are found in the Western Scheldt.
Much of the mud settles out in a low-energy
reach of the river where it crosses the
Dutch border. This is the area where salt
water mixes with fresh water, and where a
"turbidity front" occurs. Studies show that a
large proportion of the contaminated mud is
deposited in the Verdronken Land van
Saeftinge, an important ornithological site.
Belgium has plans to dredge more than half
a million tonnes of mud out of the lower
Sea Scheldt over the next few years.
removing much of the contaminated
material. Effluent discharges will have to be
reduced simultaneously or the contaminants will just start accumulating in the
bottom muds again.

Vlissingen

Rupelrnonde

Verdronken
Land v. Saeftinge

border

river mud
sea mud
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Ifnothing is done. dissolved
oxygen levels at the border wilt
remam beiow the Dutch
Standard of 5 mg/l. If
discharges of oxidising matter
were reduced by 50%, the
Standard would be met all year
round.

12 -'

reduclion 90 %

FeducKon 50 %

no reduclion

doe

MORE

DISSOLVED

OXYGEN

The amount of oxygen in the water affects
the distribution of many pollutants and, of
course, oxygen is a matter of life or death
for all kinds of organisms. Both Belgium
and the Netherlands have adopted 5 mg/l
of dissolved oxygen (DO) as the minimum
Standard for surface waters.
Currently. however, untreated effluents
deplete oxygen levels in the Scheldt and
Sea Scheldt to the point where the river is
virtually dead when it crosses the Dutch
border. Downstream. thanks to dilution with
seawater and the estuary's greater capacity
for self-purification. the waters of the
Western Scheldt again approach the ideal
condition of complete saturation with
oxygen (a DO level of about 12 mg/l).
Model calculations suggest that by halving
the pollution ioad from oxidising substances
in effluent discharges, the 5 mg/l DO target
at the border would be met. If the pollution
Ioad were to be cut by 90%, the DO content
measured at the border would be back up
to the saturation value of 12 mg/l, at least
for part of the year.
Dissolved oxygen also affects
levels of dissolved cadmium,
resultmg in a very uneven
distribution ofthis heavy metai
in the Western Scheldt. Actual
measuremenls confirm that the
SAWES systems analysis model
of the Western Scheldt is
reslistic.

CADMIUM I N
THE WESTERN

SCHELDT

Studies of the behaviour of heavy metals in
the estuary have revealed an unexpected
pattern of cadmium distribution.
Concenfrations of dissolved cadmium are
low at the border, but increase steadily
down the estuary. although no effluents
containing the metal enter the river here.
The reason is oxygen depletion in the river
where it crosses the border. Under these
anaerobic conditions, msoluble cadmium
sulphides form. Further downstream, as the
DO level increases. cadmium is released by
oxidation of the sulphides. Still further west
in the estuary. the cadmium concentration
drops off altogether because of dilution with
seawater. The Rijkswaterstaat model is
capable of simulating this pattern very
realistically.

Cadmium
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04

0.02

Vlissingen

Terneuzen

border Antwerpen
caieulaiea
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Water b/rds //te smewrfsfcingesting PCBs and other
toxins contained in shrimp and other fooü,

Even the vegetation aiong the store contains high
concentrations of heavy metals.

POLLÜTIÜN
ORGANISMS

THREAT

TO

It is self-evident that oxygen depletion and
pollution harrn life in the river. The effects
range from death, to breeding problems. to
behavioural changes. In the Western
Scheldt, for instance, some forms of
zoöplankton no longer occur because of the
presence of heavy metals. But there are
other examples. Contaminated sediment
seems to reduce the survival rates for
oyster larvae. Organic tin compounds found in anti-fouling paints - have caused
sex changes in the murex whelk,
threatening the extinction of the species in
the entire delta region. Levels of cadmium
and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in
mussels sometimes exceed the safety
limits for human consumption. Starfish are
now almost impossible to find in the
Western Scheldt. Even the vegetation along
the shore contains high concentrations of
heavy metals. Higher up the food chain,
water birds like smew risk ingesting PCBs
and other toxins contained in shrimp and
other food.
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CLEAN WATER IS NOT
ENOUGH
Better water quality and cleaner mud
deposits are clearly essentiai. Remedial
measures are in hand now, but it will be
decades before there is any noticeable
improvement, especially in the quality of
bottom muds.

Vatuable inter-tidal areas have
been lost.

Freshwater tidai areas have
been lost.

But this is not enough. Sustainable
development of the Scheldt requires the
physical rehabilitation of the basin as well.
Land reclamation and dredging have
adversely affected the morphology of the
estuary over the last few decades. Salt and
freshwater marshes have been lost, along
with valuable inter-tidal foreshores; the
Verdronken Land van Saeftinge is silting up
so fast that within twenty years it will be
above the high water mark. Elsewhere, the
slopes between sandbanks and the main
channel have become so steep that intertidal habitats have been lost.
Many more examples could be quoted, and
clearly drastic measures are needed to
safeguard the estuarine characteristics and
functions of the Scheldt basin in the long
term. Obviously, maintaining and improving
navigation on the Western Scheldt with
minimum dredging is a priority. Several
possible schemes have been studied by the
Rijkswaterstaat in conjunction with the
Institute of Nature Conservation. The most
feasible will be elaborated over the next few
years. The Antwerp port authorities and the
Belgian tidal waterway service have also
been involved. This booklet summarises the
options.

within 20 years the Verdronken Land van
Saeftinge will be above the high water mark.
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Maintaining and improving
navigation on the Western
Scheldt.

Estuaries would graöually silt up
naturatly anyway, but human
activities like embanhing and
land reclamation accelerate the
process, Increasingfy radical
measures are then required to
keep an estuary open.
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SCHELDT

Twice a day, enormous quantities of water
flow in and out of the Western Scheldt on
the flood and ebb tides. The "tidal flood
volume" of the estuary is a function of the
surface area of the estuary and the tidal
range.
The area flooded on each tide is known as
the ponding area, and is related to the
amount of water that can flow in and out on
each tide. If more water fiows in to fill a
larger ponding area, the channels and side
gullies carrying it also have to be larger.
Conversely, ifthe ponding area shrinks because of silting or damming of an inlet,
for insiance - less water enters on every
tide and in the course of time the channels
also become narrower and shallower.
Left to their own devices, estuaries silt up
naturally anyway, as sediment carried by
rivers and tides is dropped in the shallows,
and channels gradually become choked.
This process occurs very slowly in nature.
Intervention by man, however - building sea
defences, reclaiming land, dredging, and
especially constructing river regulation
schemes - can speed up the process
dramatically. There are numerous famous
exampies of HHudged river engineering
works - on the Lune in Cumbria, England,
the Seine in France, and - a tributary of the
Scheldt - the Durme.

natural
developments

- M E
REMAIN

Z

Z
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NAVIGABLE?

In the Western Scheldt as well channels are
becoming shallower as a result of natural
processes and man-made intervention. And
this is against a background ofcalls for the
shipping approaches to Antwerp to be made
deeper. The widening discrepancy between
the natural depth of the main channel and
its ideal depth for the draughts of modern
ships has meant that dredging operations in
the Western Scheldt have been escalating
since the 1970s, and have now reached 12
million cubic metres a year. If plans to
maintain an even deeper channel are
implemented, the annual dredged volume
could increase to 15 or 20 million cubic
metres.

fluvial
sedimentation

floodings

marine
sedimentation

embankments

reclamations

dredging
regulation

esiuary
volume

human
activities

time
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INCREASING THE
FLOODABLE

AREA

Aithough it would be something of a U-turn
in traditional river engineering, we ought to
consider retuming some land to the sea.
This could be done by increasing the area of
foreshore flooded by the tide. Our research
shows that this would have several major
advantages:
With an enlarged estuary, more water would
enter on each tide, therefore ebb and flow
velocities would be high enough to maintain
channel depth partly by natural scour. and
less dredging would be needed.
The risk of a flood caused by the river
overtopping its banks would be reduced
because mean high water at Antwerp would
be lower.
Sites of great ecological value would be
created. In the lower Scheldt particularly,
the existing tidal freshwater habitats unique in western Europe - could be
expanded significantly.

Sites of great ecological value would be created,
like fresh water marshes.

This suggests that certain sites ought to be
returned to the estuary permanently. From
an engineering point of view, it is perfectly
possible to restore the inter-tidal zone in
the freshwater and brackish reaches of the
river. However, there is not much point in
doing this until water quality has been
improved and the estuary bed cleaned up.

freshwater tidal area

Some areas could be returned to the estuary permanently. This would improve the morphology for the benefit
ofecology and residents. Also less dredging would be needed.

Prospects for the Scheldt estuary
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Dredgings from the upper part
of the Western Scheldt are so
polluted that they can onfy be
dumped in the same area. It is
not long before the mud finds
its way back into the shipping
lane. So enormous quantities of
sediment arejust being
recirculated.

Qv^
|

T O VV A R D S A NEW
DREDGING REGIME

Pumping üredgeé spoil onto
sandbanks in the shallows
would not reduce the dredging
requirement.

Every year, many millions of cubic metres of
mud are dredged from the upper part of the
Western Scheldt. This mud - which is
contaminated - comes from the sandbars
which are continuously forming in the main
shipping lane. However, because the mud
does not meet environmental
specifications, it cannot be taken further
out in the estuary and dumped. So it is
simply redeposited in the same stretch of
the estuary from where it was dredged, but
in the shallows away from the main
channel. It very quickly works its way back
to provide the material for the next
generation of sandbars. This cycle of
dredging and dumping means the estuary
bed is constantiy being stirred up. and
water in the Western Scheldt is unnaturally

dredging
x

dumping

/f

sand extraction

2,9

million rrWyear

turbid as a result. Also, because there is a
net influx of sediment, the amount of
dredging required becomes ever greater.
If the bottom mud were less contaminated,
dredged material could be dumped further
downstream, where the tributary gullies are
deep enough to accommodate it. The
dumped spoil would then take longer to find
its way back to the dredging site, reducing
the amount of dredging required.
One idea for disposing of the dredgings is
to use them in a sandfill reclamation
scheme at Valkenisse. The method involves
pumping dredged spoil onto sandbanks in
the shallows to raise the general land level,
the whole area being enclosed by a
boundary dyke. However, research has
shown that this would not actually reduce
the dredging requirement - quite the
opposite. The scheme would reduce estuary
ponding area, tidal storage volume and
channel velocities, leading to more rapid
silting and a higher dredging requirement.

Prospects for the Scheldt estuary
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RESTORATION OF
THREATENED HABITATS

Better water quality, cleaner sediments, a
better dredging regime - all these will
eventually tead to more opportunities for
ecological development in the Scheldt
basin. However, some habitats are so badly
damaged - or have disappeared altogether that special measures will be needed.

by returning selected areas
to the estuary permanently.

Experiments are being carried
out v/lth willow dams on the
Zuidgors saltings in the Western
Scheldt to try to promote
sedimentation and encourage
the forrnation of salt marshes.
This artist's impression shows
how it looks today and what it
looks Iike during the
experiments.

Prospects for the Scheldt estuary
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This is true, for example, of the marshes in
the saline part of the estuary, of which only
a few hectares remain. The Rijkswaterstaat
is now looking at ways of promoting natural
sedimentation (with willow dams, for
instance) at certain sites to create the right
conditions for "natural" marsh
development. A carefully worked out
arrangement of spoil dumping sites could
also be used to promote natural silting although marshes cannot be created
directly from dredgings.

In its brackish reaches, the Western
Scheldt is also short of stretches of calm,
shallow water with sandbanks. These are
important feeding grounds for waders and
shrimps. Increasing the number of these
sites depends primarrly on reducing
dredging and dumping operations. Better
control over commercial sand extraction
from the estuary would also help reduce the
constant disturbances to which the estuary
bed is subjected.
A third kind of habitat - freshwater mudflats
- could be created by returning selected
areas to the estuary permanently. This
would produce important sites Iike those of
the Biesbosch area of the Meuse estuary.
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AND RIVER ENGINEERS JOIN FORCES

In 1990, the Scheldt breached the low dyke
separating the Selena polder from the river
and - unplanned -100 ha of farmland was
added to the Verdronken Land van
Saeftinge. Where cows had grazed in 1990,
sea asters, samphire and other brackish
marsh plants were growing in 1992.
Because the polder only drains slowly after
high tide - especially in winter - it is often
covered with several inches of water for
weeks. The boggy conditions are ideal for
all kinds offoraging birds, waders and
ducks especially. The Selena polder is a
perfect example of how quickly nature
adjusts to new conditions.
The local drainage, however, had not been
designed for the new conditions. With the
tide now entering the polder, the channel
connecting the polder to the river became
wider and deeper. Much of the polder drains
to this channel through a ditch carried in a
culvert under a road used by a local
shepherd. The culvert was certainly never
designed to handle flows of this magnitude,
and soon collapsed. The culvert has been
replaced as a temporary measure, and the
road embankment on either side is now

protected from scour by a rip-rap facing of
loose stones.
The polder drainage has now been
redesigned to provide an open channel
connection with the Scheldt. The road will
be relaid without an embankment,
eliminating the need for a culvert. The road
will, ofcourse, be impassable at high tide.
The main drainage ditch across the polder
will be enlarged, and the clay excavated in
the process will be used to reinforce the toe
of the dyke on the adjacent Hertogin
Hedwige polder. Wave action and currents
in the newly-submerged area have begun to
erode it. The Drie Ambachten water control
board had already identified this as a weak
point, and recommended rip-rap protection.
These works will be carried out as soon as
the land has been acquired by the Zeeland
Landscape Foundation. The Rijkswaterstaat's Tidöl Waters Division will monitor
development of the site carefuily by
measuring rates of sedimentation,
surveying channel profiles, gauging flows
and recording the vegetation.

The polder now floods on every
tide.

sea asters, samphire and other brackish marsh
plants were growing in 1992.
Prospects for the Scheldt estuary
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PROSPECTS FOR THE
SCHELDT ESTUARY
For anyone who knows the area, the
ecological recovery of the Scheldt basin
might seem like an impossible imaginative
leap. After all. some ten million people and
countless industries make intensive use of
a relatively small quantity of water. Despite
this. it is possible to imagine the Scheldt
basin as ecologically healthy. This is
because any clean-up campaign and
restoration work will benefit watercourses
throughout the catchment, notjust improve
the ecological value of the estuary.
What follows is a vision of what the basin
could look like ff plans for cleaning up
effluent discharges and improving the
physical structure of the estuary were
carried out.
In the first place, access to the port of
Antwerp has been improved by deepening
its fairways, and flood risks along the Sea
Scheldt have been reduced. Paradoxically,
this has been achieved at a lower dredging
cost. But much more than this has
happened. After the clean-up campaign,
clear oxygen-rich water is flowing again in
the streams and rivers. Meander bends are
covered with a white carpet of water
crowfoot in summer. The mayfly, the caddis
worm and the freshwater shrimp find shelter
among the many plants. Further out, on the
river bed, live many species of shellfish.
Every species of shrimp from freshwater to
marine has found its niche somewhere
Clear oxygen-rich water is
flowing again in the streams
and rivers.

Prospects for the Scheldt estuary
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between where the river rises and where it
flows into the sea.
With such a variety of habitats, invertebrate
species abound. Compared with most Dutch
rivers, Scheldt watercourses tend to be tess
engineered, less canalised. Long stretches
of the lowland river are still more or less in
their natural state, and there is a gradual
transition down the estuary from freshwater,
through brackish, to salt.
The river now has fish fauna of rich
diversity. Migratory fish are common again sturgeon, shad. sea-lamprey, stone eel,
common eel and mud flounder. Anglers and
commercial fishermen - returning to the river
in increasing numbers - now regularly report
sea trout.

...migratory fish like sturgeon are common again.

sand extraction activities has been
reviewed. As a result, the benthic fauna
have retumed, supporting large numbers of
foraging waders. Higher up on the
Valkenisse sandbanks, a group of seals
bask with their young, within sight of a
supertanker drawing 48 ft in the main
shipping lane.

Many species of water bird
overwinter here.

And alongthe river banks, the kingfisher
takes advantage of the clearer water. The
extensive tidal foreshore along the
freshwater Scheldt is unique in Europe.
Here a mosaic of willow, rush, reed, teasel
and bare mud is home to many rare bird
species, like the night heron and bluethroat.
Locally, harvesting of reeds and rushes
provides a modest income.

... teasels.

In the brackish water zone, the Verdronken
Land van Saeftinge continues to be a site of
major ornithological importance. Many
species of water bird overwinter here,
including huge flocks of grey lag geese
grazing the sea club-rush. In the breeding
season, the area is important for many
kinds of wader, duck, gull and tern.
Dumping massive quantities of sand in the
shallows is a thing of the past. A new
dredging regime has been introduced to
keep the fairways open, and commercial
A mosaic of willow, rush, read...
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This is not a pipe-dream - it
could be reality in 20 years.
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This vision is not a pipe-dream - it could be
reality in 20 years, if the authorities in the
Scheldt basin plan and implement remedial
measures jointly. Already, research
institutes are working together with the
services on the river. We are now only a
short step away from joint management of
the Scheldt basin. As Europe's national
borders become increasingly blurred, the
process is inevitable.

